1996 bmw 328ic

We watched; we waited; we envied. Since the beginning of , Europe has been enjoying a i
successor-called the i-that boasts a stronger, more refined inline-six engine, while North
American enthusiasts have had to remain content with the previous version. Not that the i is an
underpowered car; we've dealt out plenty of praise for its quick-revving inline-six over the past
few years. With excellent handling, precise steering, and a high fun factor, the i is like a sports
car in stealthy clothing. It may seem content with day-to-day commuting, business lunches, and
trips to the mall, but in its heart, it yearns to be unleashed on a winding backcountry road; the
twistier, the better. Yet, despite its many attributes, one area in which the i falls short is in
low-end, hard-launching, tire-burning torque. It's the most obvious chink in the i's performance
armor, and precisely what the new i tackles head-on. Fortunately, the i is now available at BMW
dealers in three flavors: sedan, coupe, and convertible. Don't look for any dramatic styling
changes, though: The i retains the i's body and interior styling, verbatim. Ditto for the chassis
elements. Aside from new badging on the trunklid and a couple of new interior features, all the
real action is under the hood. Replacing the familiar 2. This is the same six used in BMW's new
i. While horsepower is up only marginally-from to the real difference the 2. The torque comes on
low, already mustering pound-feet by the rpm mark, and sustaining an ample supply of thrust
through rpm. This gives the i a stronger off-the-line launch and better response for highway
passing and hill climbing. In addition, on a recent test drive in Germany, the i remained
confidently stable and controlled during autobahn blitzes right up to its electronically limited
mph top speed. In addition to the increased displacement, the 2. Among the improvements are
lighter connecting rods and valve-train components, more-precisely balanced camshafts,
modified intake and exhaust manifolds, dual oxygen sensors for improved emissions and
exhaust-flow control, and a dual-pipe muffler with electronically controlled valves to control
low-frequency noise without compromising power. While the European version gets an
aluminum block, which trims about 70 pounds in weight, BMW claims that high sulphur content
in some American fuel formulations requires that North American models retain the cast-iron
crankcase similar to that in the i. The sum total of these modifications is an inline-six that,
besides offering a welcome dose of oomph, is smooth and civilized in most driving situations.
Only above about rpm does a little very little buzz creep into the shifter and pedals. Noise is well
controlled, with a nicely tuned exhaust note providing just the right touch of sportiness. The 2.
Making the i even more attractive is the fact that base prices have stayed relatively in line with
last year's models. With its quicker acceleration and better response, the new 2. In effect, it
brings the power delivery closer to the level of the car's other driving-tuned elements,
broadening the overall performance envelope. It's the next best thing to an M3. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Rik Paul writers. Axle ratio 3. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Your BMW was manufactured with different tire sizes. To determine the best tire size for your
specific BMW i, we first need to determine your rim size. Please review the information below.
Check your existing tires. Your BMW i's rim size is the number to the right of the R. In the
example pictured here, the tire size fits inch rims. The original tire size for your BMW i is listed
below. Tap on the box to view a color-coded explanation of your BMW i's' tire size. A
color-coded explanation of the BMW i's tire size is shown below. In this case, the sidewall
height works out to be millimeters. This letter denotes how your tire was constructed. This tire
has a load index of 91, which means it's capable of carrying a load of pounds kg or less. A
higher number means the tire can carry more weight. A lower number means the opposite. A
higher speed becomes dangerous. A tire's speed class is less specific than the speed rating.
How to Determine Rim Size Check your existing tires. Rim Size Selection Now that you know
your rim size, make a selection below to filter your results. Select a Rim Size Inch Inch. This
number indicates that your tire has a width of millimeters. The tire size was designed to fit rims
or wheels that are 15 inches in diameter. The tire size was designed to fit rims or wheels that are
16 inches in diameter. Not a problem for most automotive engineers since they love their work,
especially engineers at BMW. But today any change in car design is dictated by two factors,
cost and public demand. So, when we look at the host of improvements made to this BMW i, we
wonder â€¦ are they worth the cost, and will the buyers care? They certainly have until now. So
while the 3-Series sport sedans get changes both major and minor, the biggest is plainly
obvious to any Bimmer fan that sees this badge. Just as the i that it replaces packed a 2. Now
this adds only one horsepower, for a total of But torque gets a nice fat increase, over 14
percent, for a total of pound-feet! The quarter-mile time drops as well, to With power pumping to
the rear wheels through an upgraded 5-speed manual transmission, borrowed from the
top-of-the-line M3. Only the heavy plow of the soft front struts prevented an even more spirited
pace. And made us wish for the optional sports suspension package. Lateral grip however, was
excellent, thanks to sticky Michelin tires mounted on inch alloy wheels. As was braking, thanks
to a new ventilated discs at all four corners, and standard ABS. At saner street speeds, the

cornering push that held the back on the track was barely evident. Drive it briskly down your
favorite country road, and you immediately understand why BMW owners are such enthusiasts.
This sedan is great fun! Nice looking too, thanks to new body-color bumpers and rocker panels.
They give this current generation 3-Series body, already one of the more handsome of the
current crop of Euro-sport sedans, a more ominous look. Inside, the i is familiar BMW. Still a
little cold compared to some Asian and domestic competitors, but one of the most efficiently
organized cockpits available. The firm bucket seats are trimmed in imitation leather, and feature
standard 8-way power adjustments. Real leather and wood trim are optional. As are front seat
heaters. While the dash features new easier-to-understand automatic climate controls, with
separate temperature settings for driver and passenger. As before, rear seat head and leg room
are a little on the tight side. But cargo space can be increased with the optional split-folding
seatback, which adds some welcome length to the small Other figures worth noting are the EPA
fuel mileage ratings. Our test car averaged 21 miles per gallon on our mixed test loop. But the
big figure is price. A much better buy, if you can find one. But new buyers may opt for the less
expensive We can only hope that BMW reins in its pricing policy, or shifts i production to its
less expensive U. We truly enjoyed driving the i. It is a worthy successor to the And we also
know true BMW fans will be turned on by the improvements, and not be turned away by the
price. But you never know, next time could be different! Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes.
Vital Statistics Engine: 2. Find Showtimes. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Right after I contacted them they responded right away. We set an
appointment. I told them I was per approved. No hassle. Got the car that I went there for. In and
out in less then two hours. The car is amazing condition. It was very good deal with financing.
Professional employees. Thank you. Called and spoke to a representative, they didn't have all
the answers so a female saying she was the manager comes on. I couldn't even get a word in.
Was asking about warranty and was told I need to be physically be there to discuss. Would be
nice if this female that claims she is a manager took the time to listen and answer all my
questions. Highly underprice cars listed on Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of
exorbitant mandatory up-charges. Received a generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and
in my response back they didn't respond. Not sure how many people they fool using their
questionable business practices, but 1 is too many. The best car buying experience ever! Super
laid back, no pressure whatsoever, and ever so helpful! We like to keep things local so that was
a bit of a bummer. Very vague about the cost of the car. Wanted me to come in before
discussing price. All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price? Horrible experience do not
even bother I warn you!! I thought they were misleading with their pricing. Then after I bought a
car elsewhere they said they could waive that fee. Met Nick who was a complete gentleman and
helped me get the best price. I was satisfied with the service. The price after talking to the dealer
went from the advertised internet price to almost 6 thousand dollars more. The vibe was good in
the beginning. Then it begin to fade. Told that i was good with my initial down payment which
was 3, and eventually went all the way to 8, Now im good so i thought, cause thats what i was
told. I was also told to get insurance and i could leave with the car that day. I did so. In the end
they asked for 4, more and said i couldnt get approved. You be the judge. Jessica and her team
did everything to make sure I got the suv I wanted with a good interest rate. Asked the dealer if
any dealer fee and they answered no and even asked twice before making the journey to the site
in the rain. I got a lot of attitude just to make sure if this not part of the deal. And guess what as
soon as I arrive, dealer fees, which no one can explain. Waste of time. Asked asked a number of
questions and they never got back to me with the answers they just kept asking can they help
us. Bought a BMW i from them and love it. Exactly what was advertised and as clean as the
photos. Staff were professional and friendly. Also responded quickly when I contacted them and
knowledgeable so they could answer many questions over the phone. Recommend giving them
a try. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead
e60 water pump replacement
mazda 3 brake pad replacement
honda pilot timing belt change
and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options,
and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops,
photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius
10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Authorized BMW Dealer.

CarGurus User. Private Seller: General Auto. Tomball, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. My
BMW d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had
absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a
good combination of great engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury.
BMW stands up to its reputation of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy,
before driving this car not my first bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei
Overall I think this is a nice model year. Why Use CarGurus?

